Release Notes for Version 7.0.6203
App

Feature

Type

Comments

SPOT

Adjustments

Fix

Fixed-price invoice adjustments that apply to
"Invoice" were doubling in value if "Prompt for Piece
Count at Detail" is enabled.

SPOT

AR

Addition to
Existing
Feature

As a SPOT user, I would like a 'Drop-off Date'
field available for my statement template.
A "DropoffDate" field has been added to statement
and hotel statement datasets.

SPOT

Conveyor

Fix

Fixed compatibility problem between
AssistedAssembly and automated storage
conveyors.

SPOT

Conveyor

Change

As a SPOT User with a Metalprogetti assembly
conveyor, I would like to see the date the invoice
was detailed in Assembly Orders
On the Assembly Orders tab of Menu > Conveyor >
Operations the unused 'Description' column has
been replaced with the Detail Date of the order.

SPOT

Exports and
Utilities

Addition to
Existing
Feature

As a SPOT user, I would like exports to have
column headers
Added column headers to the data exported by
Menu > Tools > Data Import/Export > Advanced >
Client Export, Export All Clients, Invoice Export,
Credit Card Export, and Summary Export. (HSL
Export already had headers).

SPOT

Exports and
Utilities

Addition to
Existing
Feature

As a SPOT user, I would like our export to have a
'Brand' field and Customer.InstanceID listed.
Added columns to SPOT Data Export A: ClientGUID
in the customer section provides the customer's
globally unique identifier; Brands in the invoice detail
section gives the Brands modifier(s) for the item.

SPOT

General

Fix

"de-de", "fr-ca", and "fr-mc" language tags have
been added to CustomerConnect settings.

SPOT

Home Page

Addition to
Existing
Feature

As a SPOT user, I would like to see the SMS
Replies alert at the top of the list for more
visibility
SPOT can now be configured to move special alerts
(like 'SMS Replies') to the top of the list.

SPOT

HSL

Change

As a SPOT implementation team member, I
would like the HSL Import to allow column
sorting.
HSL import grid can now be sorted by columns.

Settings/Required Changes

Store Settings > Site Defaults > Display Special Alerts
At Top

SPOT

Markin

Fix

Fixed a problem where some controls became
unresponsive after using the Split button on Quick
Receive.

SPOT

Markin

Fix

Fixed a problem where an incompletely created
customer rewards profile could cause errors when
detailing.

SPOT

Order View

Fix

Removed the unused 'Claim' and 'Step' counters
from Order View.

SPOT

Order View

Fix

Fixed a problem where entering an empty coupon
barcode caused a coupon to be selected from the
list.

SPOT

Printing

Fix

Fixed an error when printing visits at detail.

SPOT

Quick

Fix

Fixed a scenario where promised dates are incorrect
when changing invoice modes.

SPOT

Reports

New
Feature

As a SPOT user, I would like the new customer
reports to include blank clerk ID signups and
origin of signup.
A "New Customers by Signup Origin" presentation
has been added to default reports in Customer folder
of Reports Gallery.
A "New Customers by Signup Origin - RQ" report
has been added to Customer folder of Reports
Gallery.

SPOT

Reports

Addition to
Existing
Feature

As a SPOT user, I would like new customer
reporting that distinguishes the customers by
how they signed up
A "SignupOrigin" column has been added to the
ClientAccount table, to provide reporting visibility on
customers signed up in SPOT, CustomerConnect,
mobile apps, or Route Manager.

SPOT

Rewards

Addition to
Existing
Feature

As a SPOT User I would like the option to print
progress slips for AR/Cash Credit based rewards
Customer Rewards programs that are redeemed
with A/R Credit or Cash Credit will now print
progress slips if the option is selected in the profile
and the Order Pickup screen is used. (They will
never print when posting a route, as the customers
are not likely to be present to receive the slips.)

SPOT

Rewards

Addition to
Existing
Feature

As a SPOT user, I would like an activity log entry
when an award coupon is printed.
There will now be an entry in the Activity Log when a
reward coupon is printed.

Company > Customer Rewards Settings > Customer
Rewards Profiles > Settings > Print progress slip if
points not reached.

SPOT

Routes

Fix

Route orders that had declined credit card payments
from the prepay function were erroneously adding
another payment exception when they were also
declined at route posting.

SPOT

Routes

Fix

As a SPOT user, I would like the route
management screen to keep my place when I
perform a 'Remove Stop'
Removing a route stop will no longer reset the view
to the top of the list of stops.

SPOT

Search

Addition to
Existing
Feature

As a SPOT user, I would like to choose if rating
colors will override route/VIP colors
Added a setting to cause Customer Rating colors to
override route or VIP colors.

SPOT

Setup

Fix

Fixed a possible run time error in the Store Groups
editor.

SPOT

Setup

Fix

Customer Connect - Under certain circumstances,
the On-Demand time ranges would not be removed
from the site when removed from SPOT. This is now
fixed. Also revised so the sequence in SPOT is
retained through the interface.

SPOT

SMS

Addition to
Existing
Feature

As a SPOT User, I would like SMS to support
sending texts to different countries than the
origin
Added an option to SMS Profiles to handle the case
where Twilio does not have sending numbers
available for the desired country.

Conveyor Kiosk

General

Fix

Fixed an issue with the kiosk menu buttons.

CustomerConnect

General

Addition to
Existing
Feature

As a Customer Connect user, I would like an
option to turn on/off the gift card balance check.
A "Gift Card Balance Check Enabled" setting has
been added to CustomerConnect Settings > General
section.

CustomerConnect

General

Addition to
Existing
Feature

As a templated CustomerConnect client I would
like a comments box on signup
A "Comments on Signup" checkbox has been added
to CustomerConnect Settings > Signup
configuration.

CustomerConnect

General

Addition to
Existing
Feature

As a CustomerConnect user, I would like Google
Analytics integrations.
A "Google Analytics" section has been added to
CustomerConnect Settings > General configuration.

Company > Customer Settings > Rating colors override
other colors

Company > SMS Settings SMS Profiles > Phone
number has different country code than recipients

CustomerConnect Settings > General > Google
Analytics > Google Analytics Enabled
CustomerConnect Settings > General > Google
Analytics > Account Key
CustomerConnect Settings > General > Google

Analytics > Cross Domain Linker
CustomerConnect Settings > General > Google
Analytics > Cross Link Domains

Cross Link Domains is optional.
The list of domains in the last setting will be delimited
by semicolon, if more than one is specified, like this:

Firstdomain.com;seconddomain.com;thirddomain.com
ProductionTrac PC

General

Fix

ProductionTracPC in remote mode was not updating
the screen after a successful scan in Pressing
screen

RouteTrac

General

Fix

Disable 'Deliver All' button when there are no orders
to deliver.

SPOT API

General

Fix

The API signup call was returning "An error has
occurred." if CustomerConnect was configured to
send a customer email on signup and "Bypass Web
Requests" was turned off

SPOT API

General

Change

Route pickup instructions created via the API will no
longer initially have an expiration date, but will later
be set to expire at the end of the day of the first
markin after the pickup request.

SPOT API

General

Addition to
Existing
Feature

"CustomerType" and "Contact" fields have been
added to customer request type in the API.

SPOT API

General

Addition to
Existing
Feature

As a SPOT API user, I would like the API to
accept credit card token data.
The cust.CreditCardsToSave collection can now
accept a CC token if externally generated. The new
property is called .Token, and if set will save as
such. Note that the .Number property must contain
EITHER a full masked card number (i.e.,
411111******1111) OR a normal "Credit Card
Info/Summary" type entry (i.e., VISA *1234 or MC
*5454).

